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Aim to the future

ABOUT

lightspace’s vision is to be the most creative brand in public space furniture. 
Originality is our language. 
Design is our life. The constant expression of design using spatial awareness, 
creating identity and delivering functionality is our blood. Our mission is 
to bridge the divide between Eastern and Western design and unite world 
leading designers from across the globe and in our native mainland to bring 
ideas and creatives together with high end manufacturing capabilities to 
create outstanding original design furniture using world class materials and 
manufacturing processes. We aim to be an internationally recognized brand 
for workspace furniture that is focused on our core values of being always 
youthful, fun, collaborative and inspiring... 
lightspace, your inspiration…
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Benny Chan

Entering the office furniture space and 

interior design industry in 1998, Benny 

Chan is a self-taught entrepreneur and 

visionary who has become an expert 

in his field. Due to the increasing 

demand and enthusiasm for design 

furniture, Benny founded his own 

brand lightspace and has dedicated 

to establish international influence 

and recognition for Chinese original 

design. 



DESIGNER
lightspace is choosing designers with three key points: globalization, commercialization and lightspace 
identity. We seek special person from different countries. They definitely are interesting, young and simple 
like lightspace, having an inspirational brain. They do not make art but commodity, which can be produce 
and use. In general, we need products that inspire our customers more than just a distant view.

Curiosity, tenacity and passion for research have 

characterized our work for more than 40 years at 

our Design Studio of industrial design and interior 

architecture founded in 1973 in Padua by Paolo 

Favaretto. In 2009, with the entry of the young 

Francesco Favaretto, the activities of the Studio have 

extended even further and now cover various areas of 

design, from industrial design to communication, and 

from tangible to digital matter.

Nahtrang Studio is a design office placed in the heart of 

Barcelona since 2004. 

Their founders, Daniel Vila and Ester Pujol, both 

industrial designers by Escola Massana (Barcelona, 

Spain), are the soul of the office.

After completing his training in 2000 as industrial 

designers, and taking part in various seminars such as 

Assidomän Frövi-Massana (packaging) and coursing a 

postgraduate degree in design management by ICT 

(Catalan Institute of Technology), they win a Medal ADI 

2000 (Industrial Designers Association) with the project 

"Sand Catamaran".

The successful Dutch designer, Erik Couzy. He has lived 

and worked in China for more than five years. 

Erik's work is a remarkable fusion of art and design that 

sets him apart from others in his field, and his creations 

are adored by enthusiasts all around the world.

Zuo hui, founder of ZSmartDESIGN.

She focus on artistic designing, a melange of different 

cultures, especially the perfect merge of the cultures in 

east and west. She believes every idea has potential and 

creat product concepts that consumers love to see and 

use. Use her depth of knowledge to add financial and 

intellectual value to every product  work on.

ITALY

CHINA

CHINA

CHINACHINA

CHINA

ITALY

1. Winner of Red Star Design Award 2011

2. Winner of Red Dot Design Award Best of the Best 2013

(unprecedentedly there were four works of sofa designs had been awarded the Red Dot 

Design Best of The Best 2013)

3. Member of the Professional Design Committee of the China National Furniture 

Association

4. International membership of Industrial Designers Society of America (IDSA)

5. Nominations expert of the 2013 Beijing Design Week Annual Design Award 

6. A contemporary Chinese surrealist design master CHINA

SPAIN SPAIN

Francesco Favaretto

Alex chai

Zhao Yun

HazelKim

Sherry Xu

Paolo Favaretto

Zhang Bo Hang

Ester Pujol Daniel Vila

Erik Couzy Zuo hui
THE NETHERLANDS CHINA

Chaixiaodong born in China.He is agraduated in Furnitures and Interior Design in Zhejiang 

A & F University. He is Chinese new force design community, won Golden Award in design 

competitions many times. He have experience work for famous furniture companies in 

China, connected to designers, producers and commercial companies at aninternational 

level.

Founder of design brand TIWU, independent product designer

winner of 2015 Gold Idea Award;  iF Home Style Award Golden Prize 2015

2015 he set up TIWU and his personal design studio for furniture, lighting and accessory design service.

2007-2015 he worked in Neri & Hu design and research office product team as a senior 

designer, had participated in design product for several international furniture brands, also 

earned great experience in custom product design for Hotel, restaurant and residential projects.

lightspace design team is a new design team born of 

dreams.The works of lightspace team are fresh and 

spontaneous, free and dynamic and above all daring and 

original! lightspace design team is known for their new 

and bold work style, with the way of aesthetic, bold and 

interesting perspective to explain the Chinese original 

ideas. And their works gain good reputation around domest

ic and international markets. 

Sherry Xu, 8HOURDESIGN brand founder and designer, was graduated from Shanghai 

Academy of Fine Arts, Shanghai University. As a local Shanghai citizen, her ideas are 

mostly from this city. She thinks that working is a part of living, and she hopes to use her 

design to connect life and work, and enjoy the happiness in it.
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The reception and lobby area is an elemental space for companies to display their culture and brand. 

It is the first impression for customers and clients. This lobby furniture should not only be eye-catching, 

but should have distinctive characteristics, with design focus and quality. 
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LANDSCAPE Design by SENDHOLY

Guiyang Union Square

Landscape

Landscape

JS-1S

JS-3S

1250 * 950 * 800

2200 * 950 * 1080

Bring nature into your home with the essence of this design. Inspired 

by the famous Chinese Yuan Dynasty painting known as "Dwelling in 

the Fuchun Mountains", designer Zhang Bohang designed the shape 

of the sofa in line with the painting, creating the feeling of being in the 

midst of mountain ranges in Guilin.

The Landscape collection allows urban citizens who are surrounded by 

modern technology to remind themselves of nature and the natural.
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MIX Design by Collectivo

Mix screen  

MIX-PF-01-A
1435 * 250 * 1200

Mix screen  

MIX-PF-01-B
1230 * 250 * 1780

Mix screen  

MIX-PF-01-C
1020 * 250 * 2020

Mix

MIX-SF-51-1S
870 * 800 * 800

Mix

MIX-SF-51-3S
1890 * 800 * 800

Mix

MIX-SF-51-2SL
1500 * 800 * 800

Mix

MIX-SF-51-2SR
1500 * 800 * 800

Mix

MIX-SF-51-2SW
1500 * 800 * 800

Mix

MIX-SF-51-R135°
1000 * 900 * 800

Mix

MIX-SF-51-RL90°
1020 * 1020 * 800

Mix is a modular sofa system, which comprises of single seater, two-seater, multi-seater, 90 degrees angle and 120 degrees 

angle, part configurations. The various modular combinations make it versatile for use in studios, office spaces, lobbys, 

restaurants, bars, hotels and homes. The subtle curves in the backrest and the fold of the upholstery is a unique and 

expressive feature whilst maintaining a simple and elegant look overall. 



Cheetah Mobile Inc. 
BEIJING

Mix

MIX-S-12-A
800 * 820 * 890

Mix

MIX-S-12-B
800 * 820 * 890

Mix

MIX-S-03-A
660 * 630 * 820 

Mix

MIX-S-03-B
660 * 630 * 820

Mix

MIX-S-03-C
660 * 630 * 820

Mix

MIX-S-03-D
660 * 630 * 820

Mix

MIX-S-17
550 * 610 * 820
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RubenE
Forest stoolF

26P
105P

FlowD 94P
TroughC 22P
PigB 112P
Mix screenA 14P

Brainstorming or think thank spaces are areas commonly used for integrated and relaxed discussion. 

The furniture in this space should be inviting, and relaxed as well as functional, with the ability to move 

pieces around for different staging and meeting purposes.

BRAINSTORMING
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  ZOFOUD
SHANGHAI
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TROUGH Design by lightspace
The design mission of the Trough range is to create the effect 

of a continuous stream of colours and shapes with high and low 

backrests.  The modular design makes this piece versatile for any 

communal space and can be configurated to any length and size.

Trough

TRO-SF-23-R90°
770 * 770 * 780

Trough

TRO-SF-23-2SL
1390 * 770 * 780

Trough

TRO-SF-23-1QR
1280 * 770 * 780

Trough

TRO-SF-23-3Q
1940 * 770 * 780

Trough

TRO-SF-23-1QL
1280 * 770 * 780

Trough

TRO-SF-23-2SR
1390 * 770 * 780

Trough

TRO-SF-23-2SW
1240 * 770 * 780

Trough

TRO-SF-23-3S-03-02
480 * 600 * 520
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CAVE
Design by lightspace

The Cave modular system can be combined into a whole flowing effect of seats 

with different shapes, curves and sizes, whilst also being able to sit as an independent 

structure. With clear and confident lines, and deep seats, the design allows for 

freedom in the configuration, allowing for individuality in its form and shapes and 

versatility and function in the different spacing and sizing of the environment.

Cave 

CAV-SF-82-A
600 * 780 * 710

Cave 

CAV-SF-82-B
1200 * 780 * 710

Cave 

CAV-SF-82-C
780 * 905 * 710

Cave 

CAV-SF-82-D
780 * 905 * 710
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RUBEN

NINA

Design by DESIGNzsmart

Design by DESIGNzsmart

This is a smart ottoman with a rotating table, 

allowing users to sit in various comfortable 

positions, while working on their laptop, writing 

or simply having a drink. It’s added storage 

function is a bonus and can be used for storing 

bags, books, or laptops. The smart design also 

offers comfort and versatility in a wide choice of 

upholstery options and colours. This is ideal for 

any work space, whatever the size.

This is a well-designed utility stool with a rotating table, allowing users to sit in various comfortable positions, 

while working on their laptop, writing or simply having a drink. The smart design also offers comfort and 

versatility in a wide choice of upholstery options and colours. This is ideal for any work space, whatever the size.

RUB-SF-61

NIN-SF-62

670 * 350 * 680

630 * 470 * 620
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TOWER Design by Favaretto/Partners

The Tower chair collection is from inspired by Pagodas with the eloquent 

shape of the back whilst maintaining simplicity and continuity in design. 

To appreciate this design vision, you will find that Tower suggests the 

importance of balance, of beauty both inside and outside, just like a 

Pagoda. The Tower chair collection meets different space requirements 

with a variety of different specifications applicable to the recreational area, 

conference room, office, restaurant, cafe, library and other spaces.

Tower

TOW-S-06-D
510 * 515 * 790

Tower

TOW-S-06-E
525 * 550 * 800

Tower

TOW-S-06-F
440 * 510 * 955

Tower

TOW-S-06-A
535 * 560 * 790

Tower

TOW-S-06-B
560 * 540 * 790

Tower

TOW-S-06-C
550 * 515 * 790

Tower

TOW-S-06-G
470 * 520 * 955
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OMNIA Design by Favaretto/Partners

Far from a simple chair, the Omnia is compact in design. The soft 

upholstered finish allows for added comfort, with a fine frame that is strong 

and supportive. The design also extends itself from the chair to other 

staples such as the lounge, high back chair, high back office and office chair. 

The design is fashionable, relaxed and functional, adding a sense of fun to 

the work desk.

Omnia

OMN-S-18-A
530 * 530 * 800

Omnia

Omnia

OMN-S-18-B

OMN-S-18-D

530 * 530 * 800

600 * 610 * 1100

Omnia

Omnia

OMN-S-18-C

OMN-S-18-E

600 * 610 * 1100

700 * 630 * 700
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SEADesign by Collectivo

The sea is a big and vast body of water. It is full of life and mystery and gives us the feeling of freedom. We 

hope that you can experience infinite freedom and fun whenever you are at work when you take a seat 

on the Sea benches. Sitting with whales, swimming in the sea creates an interesting and fun atmosphere. 

The backrest structure of the whale’s tail and head can meet the support of many sitting positions. 

Sea

Sea

SEA-SF-38-A

SEA-SF-38-B

1630 * 1000 * 690

1000 * 1000 * 640
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With a focus on humaniz ing the 

workplace, the common area is designed 

for employees to share in the mood and 

culture of the workplace and relieve them 

from the pressure of a structured and rigid 

work environment. Common area furniture 

married with good design can enrich the 

mood, and liven the environment.

COMMON AREA
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HOUSEDesign by lightspace

The House series is made of the private booth sofa, private 

thinking sofa, private work desk and bar.

Home is where the heart is. It is a place where we feel 

safe and warm, to relax, unwind and to dream. The House 

series invites you to enjoy a cup of tea, chat privately on the 

phone, chat privately with team members or colleagues, 

or to share a drink or meal with someone. We should enjoy 

our work place like we enjoy our home. The House series 

integrates communication, sharing, thinking, leisure and 

social recreation all in one. 

House

HOU-SF-47-A-1S
800 * 750 * 1750

House

HOU-SF-47-A-2S
1400 * 750 * 1750

House

HOU-SF-47-C
1000 * 800 * 2000

House

HOU-SF-47-D
1500 * 1200 * 2000
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LUPA SALUTEDesign by lightspace Design by lightspace

Lupa is a multi purpose lounge that can redefine the workspace for a relaxed and comfortable feel in the office and 

recreation area. The design mission of the Lupa concentrates on comfort, simplicity, fun and maturity. With many fabric 

options, a soft and relaxed look with a rounded wooden base, users will be able to enjoy a touch of home in the workplace. 

Salute is inspired by the soldier on guard with a military salute. As a 

leisure chair, it is defined by a majestic and fearless feel. It is powerful 

but still understated in design, supported by a sophisticated 

manufacturing process. Its stunning visuals, neat form and strong 

support frame, makes this chair a standout piece in any space.

Lupa

Lupa

LUP-SF-54-1S

LUP-SF-54-3S

980 * 850 * 770

2000 * 850 * 770

Salute

Salute

SAL-S-10-A

SAL-S-10-B

750 * 840 * 1200

655 * 460 * 390
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NUTTY Design by lightspace

Nutty was inspired by marshmallows. Just as people drift 

off when they’re about to sleep, we blend the soft feeling of 

marshmallows into this leisure sofa.

Nutty

Nutty

Nutty

NUT-SF-96-2S

NUT-SF-96-3S

NUT-SF-96-3SA

2170 * 960 * 640

3110 * 960 * 640

940 * 700 * 390
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Phone S is a single-seater intended for public areas of a workplace that may 

be noisy. Placing a couple of these Phone S in the work space, allows those to 

make private calls without leaving the office or the public space. The Phone S 

is constructed in such a way that it dampens the sound around the model and 

raises the volume and clarity of the call inside the phone S. The phone S is made 

of wood upholstered with cashmere.

PHONE S

PHO-SF-49-B
645 * 820 * 1525

Design by DESIGNzsmart

VASCA

VAS-SF-39
900 * 1000 * 1010

This unique and beautiful chair, designed by the 

top Dutch designer Erik Couzy, is truly a work of art. 

It is inspired by a sports car, but its exquisiteness 

is beyond it. The back of the chair is perhaps 

even more uniquel, for it is open to reveal an 

artistic tension. By walking around the chair, you will 

discover an interesting interplay of lines, which seems 

to change constantly from different perspectives.

Design by DESIGNzsmart
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JUNGLE ISLAND

Design by SENDHOLY

Jungle Island is an interpretation 

of a miniature natural landscape. 

It  is designed through an 

integration of the forest, streams 

and green fields. The inspiration 

comes from Chinese Taoism and 

expresses  the artistic nature of 

life , balance, time and joy. 

JUN-SF-93-1S
950 * 800 * 850

IVAN
Design by lightspace

Ivan bookcase is inspired 

by the Pen Mountain, with 

a focus on functionality and 

design.

By combining the modeling 

o f  the  meta l  s t ruc tu re 

and storage function, the 

Ivan breaks  t radi t ional 

storage design through this 

layered partition effect. Ivan 

is a practical bookshelf, and 

stands out with its irregular 

l a y e r s .  I t s  n o  b a c k i n g 

transparent two-sided design 

ensures it can not only rest 

against a wall, but also can be 

used as a bookcase that turns 

into a functional partition. 

The different jagged spaces 

between the shelves give 

depth to the eyes and also 

act as a way to instruct what 

item or book should go 

where. 

IVA-CP-01-B
800 * 340 * 1800



The breakout area is a multipurpose space. It can be used for informal 

meeting, lounging, dining and a space to relax and take a break from 

the office.

BREAKOUT AREA
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COMIX Design by Favaretto/Partners

Innovative and unique Comix collection is made from powder coated metal. 

With a stackable and slender frame, it is versatile for indoor and outdoor 

spaces. The interplay of horizontal and vertical lines creates a visually attractive 

and fun ambience, giving depth and energy to the space. 

Comix

COM-S-13-E
630 * 530 * 400

Comix

COM-TE-30-C 
720 * 720 * 360

Comix

COM-S-13-D
700 * 675 * 750

Comix

COM-TE-30-B 
470 * 470 * 500

Comix

COM-S-13-C
505 * 510 * 975

Comix

COM-TE-30-A 
370 * 370 * 600

Comix

COM-S-13-B
570 * 580 * 770

Comix

COM-S-13-A
520 * 580 * 770

Comix

COM-TE-H750 
Ø 700 * 750

Comix

COM-TE-H1100 
Ø 700 * 1100
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UFO Design by Favaretto/Partners

UFO series features a moulded shell upholstered with full 

foam and cinched to give a comfortable cushion look and 

feel. The refined timber casing frame that moulds to the shell 

showcases the quality and elegance of the pieces. This series 

focuses on comfort to create a soft, warm environment that 

users can relax in.

UFO

UFO-S-16-B
575 * 625 * 800

UFO

UFO-S-16-C
575 * 625 * 800

UFO

UFO-S-16-F
570 * 390 * 420

UFO

UFO-S-16-D
660 * 800 * 940
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LULLABY Design by Favaretto/Partners & ooland

Lullaby is formed by soft lines, expresses a modern appeal with classic structures. It is focused 

on comfort and versatility, making it suitable for commercial and residential use. This series 

has many choices of base frames to suit each space’s design and material environment and 

intended use.  

Lullaby

DC-S084A
560 * 560 * 800

Lullaby

DC-S084B
560 * 560 * 800

Lullaby

DC-S084C
560 * 560 * 800

Forcola

DC-S080
520 * 510 * 760

FORCOLA Design by Favaretto/Partners & ooland

Forcola is a bold, comfortable, refined chair which features a solid timber frame with a grooved 

seat and back. The chair is multipurpose for a dining space, work space or training space. Using 

European import fabric and strict exquisite timber craftsmanship, this chair is a must have staple for 

any space. 
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Vecto chair, stylish yet comfortable, light yet strong.
The vecto is not just any plastic chair, it is the ultimate chair 

for transporting from one place to another ( yes, it can even fit in a suitcase ).
The high-level design allows you to quickly and easily construct 

or dismantle the chair into three components.

VECTO

Vecto is modern and unique. It is a reversal and 

reshape of the previous seat. The shape of the 

smooth back is one of its highlights, creating a 

distinction from other chairs. Gentle and elegant, it 

balances the relationship between work and leisure 

well. Breakout spaces can be fun, unique and edgy 

which can be shown by the Vecto perfectly. 

VEC-S-26
480 * 535 * 795

Design by DESIGNzsmart



GabbianoB 96P
MorganaA 66P
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MORGANA SWEET CHAIRDesign by Favaretto/Partners Design by TIWUWORKS

Made for the waiting area as well as the office, Morgana is a classic closed cockpit style armchair 

with wraparound backrest and surprising comfort. Its distinctive element is undoubtedly the line that 

creates the two tone separation and giving life to a simple and classic piece. The colour contrast of 

the backrest allows users to blend in their brand colours to work well with the intended environment.

The Sweet chair is a versatile chair for all spaces, featuring a fabric upholstered wood frame 

with a rounded geometric shape and sturdy metal frame. Sweet focuses on simplicity 

without compromising on strength and quality. It is a popular choice for waiting areas and 

breakout areas.

Morgana

Sweet

Sweet

Morgana

Morgana

MOR-SF-89

SWE-S-25-A

SWE-S-25-B

MOR-S-02-A

MOR-S-02-B

1310 * 560 * 870

440 * 590 * 790

440 * 590 * 790

620 * 590 * 870

820 * 680 * 780
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Pin

PIN-SF-77-1S
800 * 735 * 700

Pin

PIN-TE-32-A
Ø 500 * 300

Pin

PIN-TE-32-B
Ø 360 * 400

Pin

Pin

PIN-TE-37-A

PIN-TE-37-B

Ø 800 * 750

800 * 800 * 750

Pin

PIN-SF-77-SA

Pin

PIN-SF-77-2S
1400 * 735 * 700

Pin

PIN-S-14-A
580 * 650 * 700

1400 * 735 * 700

Pin

PIN-S-14-B
450 * 555 * 780

PINDesign by Favaretto/Partners

The Pin collection is no surprise, named after and inspired 

by the Pins in bowling. It is a series that is meant to 

lighten up the mood and add fun, unique and a sense 

of relaxation and youthfulness to the space. The lounge 

and chairs are designed to be comfortable, elegant and 

quirky with its streamlined stitching, pin style legs and well 

padded seat. The Pin can be placed in  breakout areas, 

and game rooms.
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SWAN
Design by 8HOURDESIGN

The design of SWAN starts from a single simple line that continues and concludes the whole piece. The Swan chair is 

suitable as a breakout chair or training chair that is stackable, and easy to store. The Swan barchair is perfect for communal 

bars and dining spaces. The Swan lounge chair has the same elegant lines as the other models in the series. The Swan 

table and bar table are versatile in meeting spaces and dining spaces.

Swan

SWA-S-22-A
535 * 535 * 800

Swan

SWA-S-22-D
495 * 480 * 760

Swan

SWA-S-22-B
535 * 535 * 800

Swan

SWA-S-22-E
700 * 800 * 820

Swan

SWA-S-22-C
515 * 470 * 1000

Swan

SWA-TE-39-D1600
1600 * 800 * 750

Swan

SWA-TE-40-D1400
1400 * 500 * 1100
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ANGUS Design by Favaretto/Partners

Angus is a uniquely designed sofa with great vision. It is shaped like petals 

with rounded edges and curved surfaces. The visual sensation endeavours 

to represent comfort, fullness and purity as the design inspiration comes 

from nature, by creating a soft, full but light feeling. The lounge comes in 

three sizes in order to meet all different spaces and functional requirements. 

In addition, the quality fabrics imported from abroad highlights the extreme 

comfort and luxury of this range.

Angus

Angus

Angus

ANG-SF-94-1S

ANG-SF-94-2S

ANG-SF-94-3S

850 * 760 * 750

1580 * 760 * 750

2000 * 760 * 750



The Executive office is a space that represents personality, status and success. Unlike the rest of the workspace, 

it does not need to accentuate the vastness of the space, but should make a statement, representing 

personality and authority. The materials and design of furniture should be show elegance and high quality. 
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HaydenD 84P
NorsC 86P
BatB 116P
Mix loungeA 16P
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2018  Collection 84 - 85EXECUTIVE OFFICE

HAYDEN
Design by lightspace

Hayden may come across 

as expansive and firm, but is 

comfortable as well. There are 

some home furniture elements 

in its design and production, 

which give it a relaxed feel 

rather than creating an air 

of seriousness. The range 

is a modular, being able to 

create larger horizontal size to 

accommodate more people for 

meeting in the office, but also 

can provide executives with a 

relaxed place to rewind, whilst 

the lower armrest can also act 

as a pillow for those who need 

to have a nap.
Hayden

HAY-SF-24-3SL
1870 * 960 * 675

Hayden

HAY-SF-24-3SR
1870 * 960 * 675

HaydenHayden

HAY-SF-24-3SAHAY-SF-24-1S
1070 * 1650 * 6751150 * 960 * 675

HaydenHayden

HAY-SF-24-3SARHAY-SF-24-3S
1070 * 1650 * 6752150 * 960 * 675
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NORS Design by lightspace

Nors features a MDF table top that finished in an eco 

non-toxic paint coating that is ultra durable. Various 

shapes of tops and different heights of bases can meet 

all your tabling requirements.

Nors

NOR-T800-47
Ø 800 * 750

Nors

NOR-T800-24-A
Ø 800 * 750

Nors

NOR-TE-47-B
Ø 700 * 450

Nors

NOR-T1200-24-B
1200 * 450 * 650

Nors

NOR-TE-24-A
600 * 600 * 450

Nors

NOR-TE-47-A
1200 * 600 * 450

Nors

NOR-TE-24-B
1200 * 600 * 450

Nors

NOR-TE-24-C
Ø 700 * 450
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FILAMENT Design by lightspace

Filament’s shape is sharp yet fluid, with a light and balanced feel 

accentuated even more so by bright colors. Line elements act as the 

inspiration, where the decorative lines along the back contrast against the 

seat. The L-type leg base increases the light balance of the sofa, making 

the space more lively and modern.

Filament

Filament

FIL-SF-74-1S

FIL-SF-74-3S

900 * 750 * 700

1800 * 750 * 700
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MIND Design by lightspace

The whole structure of Mind sofa is clean and simple, 

and it is of high comfort. Except for the laconic cutting 

shape, the designer perfectly put the pillow and lazyback 

together to furnish manager’s office with an ideal 

negotiating room by which shows a steady, decisive and 

rational working environment. 

Mind

Mind

MIN-SF-90-1S

MIN-SF-90-3S

860 * 750 * 700

1940 * 750 * 700



Work requires cooperation, but it also requires undisturbed spaces where privacy is important. When 

you need to focus on your work, a place that is focused away from people and suitable for work is very 

significant to an efficient workplace.

WORKING
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Flow

FLO-SF-66-A
480 * 480 * 470

Flow

FLO-SF-66-B
760 * 760 * 400

2018  Collection 94 - 95WORKING

FLOW Design by lightspace

Flow's design inspiration is from many aspects 

of life, among which water is an important 

element of it. In the mind of the designer, 

water and rhythm’s relationship is an interesting 

motif. The feeling of rhythm is pursued by 

the flow and the beauty of movement. Like 

the ancient Greek saying goes, ''everything 

flows and everything will change''. Flow is a 

designed without sharp edges and corners, 

focusing on light and understated textures. 

The vertical stripes on the upholstered 

fabric create a sense of rhythm and flow and 

balances with the thin metal base frame.

Flow

FLO-SF-66-1S
840 * 660 * 800

Flow

FLO-SF-66-3S
1500 * 990 * 1200

Flow

FLO-SF-66-2S
1500 * 660 * 1200

Flow

FLO-SF-66-SH-A
1800 * 660 * 800

Flow

FLO-SF-66-SH-B
1800 * 660 * 800

Flow

FLO-SF-66-C
1000 * 1000 * 360

Flow

FLO-SF-66-R90°
850 * 850 * 380

Flow

FLO-SF-66-SA
1000 * 450 * 380

Flow

FLO-TE-28-B
Ø 600 * 400

Flow

FLO-TE-28-C
1000 * 500 * 450
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GABBIANO Design by Favaretto/Partners

In a constantly changing society in which we often find ourselves in different situations, 

and that requires different contexts to achieve different solutions, interiors and furnishings 

must be flexible and multipurpose to be adaptable to different functions at work times of 

the day. These are different reasons why it is this particular couch has been conceived and 

created. Gabbiano is an innovative and peculiar sofa that is entirely flexible in functionality. 

These characteristics allow it to be used in different environments, situations from a 

relaxed open lounge feel to a private and enclosed space by switching from the low 

backrest and high armrest, to high backrest enclosed seating. This is all achieved by the 

use of a simple zip which can convert your informal everyday lounge to a private booth. 

Gabbiano

Gabbiano

GAB-SF-36-A

GAB-SF-36-B

1510 * 830 * 820

1430 * 800 * 1420



Happy cloudB 100P
FlowA 95P

Although there are many fun and youthful pieces, lightspace is serious about design. 

We aim to motivate people and to create environments that boost your energy, get your 

creative juices flowing and define your attitude.

FOR FUN
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2018  Collection 100 - 101 FOR FUN

HAPPY CLOUD

This stool upholstered with leather and wool is inspired from an unguarded moment of nature. 

The designer designs this small cloud stool with minimalist lines and happy colors with a joyful mood.

Happy cloud

Happy cloud

Happy cloud

CLO-SF-63-A

CLO-SF-63-B

CLO-SF-63-C

1250 * 930 * 450

590 * 410 * 410

550 * 400 * 300

CHEESE

With the "sit and entertain" as a focal 

point of this design, the designer 

developed a new kind of ottoman 

stool which can also be placed as 

decorative and accent piece. It is another 

conversation starter furniture piece that 

livens up the space.

CHE-SF-59
1160 * 1160 * 380

Design by DESIGNzsmart

Design by DESIGNzsmart
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PUPPY Design by TIWUWORKS

As its name implies, the design of Puppy is inspired by a dog, which is also the Lunar calendars host animal for 2018 making 

it a very auspicious and lucky symbol. This new product is made from an all-metal structure, with standard colors of black, 

red and white. Lovely modelling allows it to adapt to a variety different spaces and can be used residentially or commercially.

FOREST STOOL

Design by 8HOURDESIGN

Forest stool is inspired by nature, designed to take the 

form of cacti and succulent plants. It aims to provide your 

office space with green and nature elements to boost 

the energy of the space. Vivid colours are great choices 

for the outer mould using our imported fabrics that are 

comfortable and soft. 

FOR-SF-92

PUP-TE-44

700 * 700 * 400

380 * 440 * 535
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PUZZLE

Most people think office furniture is pretty standardized and boring, dull 

or uninspiring. This shouldn’t be the case. The Puzzle is a lounge design 

that aims to be comfortable, functional for an office but also fun and 

inviting. The puzzle cushions are a conversation starter and evokes the 

sense of ''solving puzzles'' and working to find solutions to problems or 

challenges. The clean lines and spaciousness of the chair immediately 

make people relax, while the interlocking features allow two or more 

chairs to be easily placed together, just like a puzzle.

Puzzle

Puzzle

Puzzle

PUZ-SF-65-B-1S

PUZ-SF-65-B-3S

PUZ-S-11

1000 * 780 * 700

1800 * 780 * 700

640 * 600 * 740

Design by DESIGNzsmart
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TOTORO

Simple triangular facets match with two cute tiny 

ears, along with a big leather tail. Our designer 

turned the traditional square stool into a cool but 

cute Totoro stool.

TOT-SF-60-B
650 * 420 * 390

NICOLEDesign by lightspace

The design and purpose of Nicole is simple. They are breakout 

ottomans with different geometric options. The square and 

hexagon shapes can be built around each other to extend the 

seating arrangement. Alternatively the Nicole ottomans can be 

scattered around as fun resting stools.

Nicole

NIC-SF-67-A
400 * 400 * 390

Nicole

NIC-SF-67-B
Ø 400 * 390

Nicole

NIC-SF-67-C
645 * 615 * 390

Nicole

NIC-SF-67-D
695 * 400 * 390

Design by DESIGNzsmart
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PIG Design by Favaretto/Partners

Pig is a new style of breakout and decorative seating. With 

its adorable Pig shape, it has many functions. It is decorative 

and stands out as an accent piece, It is also a multipurpose 

pouf or stool, with the function of being able to lift the 

upper pig body up and turn it over into a tea table thanks 

to the ellipsoidal plexiglass panel where there is also ample 

storage space for small objects and magazines. 

Pig

PIG-SF-37-A
760 * 400 * 460

Pig

PIG-SF-37-B
760 * 400 * 460
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Lotus Pouf

Lotus Pouf

Lotus Pouf

POU-SF-95-C

POU-SF-95-B

POU-SF-95-A

Ø 600 * 60

Ø 500 * 60

Ø 400 * 60

LOTUS POUF Design by SENDHOLY

Pouf combines the elements of tea leaves and lotus leaves. The natural stitching in the seat cushion draws the outline of 

concave and convex texture of lotus leaf vein, just like the lotus leaf floating in the lotus pond under the golden moonlight, 

which draws the picture of a famous painting called The Lotus Pool By Moonlight. It gives new vitality to traditional seating. 

Pop it on a stool, a chair or on the ground, drink tea, chat freely and enjoy the work environment.

 GARDEN STOOL

Design by SENDHOLY

The design of the Garden stool stems from the traditional 

Chinese stone piers that lay around the ancient gardens . 

The round shape and wide belly accentuates its design. IT is 

another versatile ottoman, stool that is light and easy to move 

around for flexible rearrangement. Garden stool is suitable in 

the office space scattered around lounges in a public space or 

next to a lounge as a resting stool. 

GAR-SF-96 
Ø 420 * 450
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Bat

Bat

Bat

BAT-CS-10-A

BAT-CS-10-B

BAT-TE-31

660 * 660 * 1900

660 * 660 * 3000

400 * 373 * 550

BAT Design by Favaretto/Partners

The designer boldly created this collection with the concept of bats hanging from the tree. Its unique shape and full colors 

is inserted perfectly into the environment and livens up the space. It also acts as a divider as well as a compartment for 

promotional material and leaflets. 

WAVE COATRACK

Design by nahtrang

Wave was inspired by 

the Ethiopian landscape, 

and the never ending 

roads surrounded by the 

communication towers. 

Wave is a homage to the 

antennas we saw there. A 

simple shape, but with a 

strong pure image. The 

magnetic dots of Wave are 

eye-caching, and give to 

the piece identity enough 

to be the funky element of 

any environment. Practical 

and beautiful, wave is a 

unique hanger.

WAV-CS-03 
360 * 1800



Norrsten

Norrsten

Norrsten

NOR-TE-009A

NOR-TE-009B

NOR-TE-009D

Ø 500 * 450

Ø 700 * 450

1400 * 700 * 450

NORRSTEN

LOOP 

Design by lightspace

Design by Collectivo

Simple and practical design, clear and lively lines allow it to suit all kinds of spaces, such as public lounge area, lobby, 

meeting room and cafe. Convenient assembly and disassembly structure is more convenient for transportation and 

storage, and fit for many uses.

Loop table is offers flexible and colorful options for meeting rooms, living spaces or collaborative work environment. One 

of the most important features of it is the thickness of its top, almost half a centimeter. Legs are made of powder coated 

die-casting aluminum. Because of the optional configuration arrangement, it can be used as a temporary meeting place 

for group parties or public workstations for sharing.

2018  Collection 118 - 119FOR FUN

Loop

Loop

LOO-TE-42-A

LOO-TE-42-B

Ø 800 * 725

1600 * 800 * 725
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LIFTDesign by lightspace

The characteristic structure of Lift is derived from the geometric structure. The design breaks the 

previous tea patterns and can be adjusted autonomously according to the user's demands via the 

flexible lifting function. It is in line with the diversity requirement of modern officse.

LIF-TE-29 
450 * 300 * H500-860

LAGRA Design by lightspace

Lagra is a simple table design. Using electrostatic powder 

coating gives it higher durability and multi-function 

characteristics, and suitable for indoor and outdoor use. 

Its neat lines gives a sleek, low-key exterior that makes it a 

popular choice in public places.

LAG-TE-003
Ø 400 * 550
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SUSPA Design by lightspace

Suspa is a minimalist design, focused on ensuring multiple usage of the same item with the lifting functionality. The Suspa 

is easily the most versatile sit to stand round table that works by the press of a button. In public spaces, Susta can be 

adapted to suit the context of an event, and the style of communication.

SUS-TE-019
Ø 800 * H650 / 1070
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CHAIRS SOFAS

Trough

Puzzle Cave

Landscape Filament Lupa

Swan Morgana Pin

PuzzleMorgana Salute Vasca

Mix

UFO 58PPin

OmniaLullaby

Tower Forcola

Sweet 

Comix 54P

76P

28P

60P

71P

16P

66P 43P 49P 107P 48P

32P

61P

67P

62P 76P

10P 88P

107P

22P

14P

76P

96P 39P 90P

84P

46P

24P

42P

66P 80P71PVecto

Swan

Mix

Flow

Gabbiano MindHouse

Hayden

Nutty

Angus

Phone S
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Pig 112P

Comix

Nors

Pin SuspaSwan Loop

Happy cloud 100P Forest stool 105P Lotus Pouf 114P Garden stool 115P

Nicole 109P

55P

86P

71P

118P 120P 121P 104P 116P 94P

14P

116P 51P

117P

76P 119P 122P

Flow 94P

Sea 35P Jungle Island 50P

Totoro 108P Ruben 26P Nina 27P Cheese 101P

BENCHES

TABLES

Norrsten Lagra Lift Puppy Bat Flow

ACCESORIES

Mix screen

Bat

Wave coatrack

Ivan
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Camira Blazer OTE Lido

Color Leatherette 

Mastrotto Authentic Leather

Mastrotto Silk Leather 

Microfiber Leatherette 

Kvadrat Revive 1

Gabriel Medley

only for chairs

Note: Batch to batch variations in shade may occur within commercial tolerance. We reserve 
the right to alter technical specifications without notice. 

CB-58 New OM-11

KR-01

CB-07

GM-61002

GM-62002

CB-11 New OL-03 New

MS-003 MS-3119 MS-3124New

MFL-8616 New

KR-05

GM-60004

GM-64019

CB-05

CB-87 New OL-40

KR-03

GM-61004

GM-64124 New

GM-66007

CB-01

CB-10 OL-14 New

ML-06ML-05ML-04ML-03ML-02ML-01

New

MFL-8641 New

GM-68002

GM-63064 New

CB-09 New OL-04

KR-02

GM-61003

GM-67054 New

GM-63017 New GM-66009

CB-53

CB-08 New OL-13

New

MFL-8643 New

KR-06

GM-68005

GM-63013

CB-03

CB-04 OL-21

KR-04

GM-60167

GM-65012

GM-67053

CB-06 OL-11 OL-09 NewOL-17OL-54 OL-15

CL-07

CL-11

CL-09

CL-12

CL-03

CL-06

CL-08

CL-10

CL-01

CL-02

CL-04CL-05

OL-07 New



Guangzhou Lightspace Furniture Co., Ltd. 

Baishantang Xinhua Street, Huadu District, Guangzhou 510800, China

T  +86-20-8603 6166（China）
     +86-20-3695 7783（Int'l）
F  +86-20-8603 9663

info@lightspace.cc

www.lightspace.cc

This brochure is printed in April 2018, as the product updates, we reserve the right to change the style,

specification and color. Compared with physical color, the color of printing image will be a little different.

For latest information, please contact us, thank you. 

CONTACT US

Follow us on


